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ENGLISH 
 You are Navneet, resident of 65,P.H.Road, Manglore. Recently, you bought a mobile phone from The Phone 

Point, 83, Mount Road, Manglore. The phone instrument developed a problem within a month of purchase. 

Write a letter to the dealer giving details of the nature of theproblem and asking him to rectify the defect or 

replce the set. 

 

 You are Rajan, the cultural Secretary of K.P International School, Delhi. You have been asked to inform the 

students of classes XI and XII about the English Day celebrations in your school. Draft a notice inviting student 

participation for the same. Invent all necessary details. 

 

 You hav been asked to participate in the debate competition  on the topic, ‘Machines have enslaved Man’. Write 

the debate in 200 words either for or against the motion on 

 A-4 size sheet. 

 Read the novel, ‘The Invisible Man’ chapter 1- chapter 10 and make a summary of each chapter in the notebook. 

 

POLITICAL SCIENCE  

Q1 What is cold war ? explain the causes of the origin of the cold war and what was India’s response to the coldwar  

Q2 Explain the non aligned movement of after the coldwar also write its features and objectives . 

Q3 What was Soviet system ? wrute its social and political features . how it is different from capitalist countries like USA 

Q4 Evaluate consequences of the disintegration of the soviet union  

Q5 What is Hegemony ? explain the 3 types of U.S hegemony  

Q6  Explain the Formation of European Union , ASEAN , SAARC . also write its principals and objectives  

Q7 Make a report on UNO covering the topic of its organs , objectives , principles , achievements and  failures and its 

various agencies   

 

HISTORY 

Q1 On the map of india show the sites of Harappan civilization and also write its features  

Q2 On the map of India mark the mahajanpadas and also write its importance with eference to maghda  

Q3 On the map of India mark the following kingdoms and towns    

a. Kushanas ,  shakas , satavahnas , vakatakas , guptas  

b. City/towns   Mathura , kannauj , delhi , vaishli , Varanasi   



Q4 Write the social differences that occurred in 600 BCE to 600CE  

Q5 Mark the major Buddhist sites on the map of India  

Nagarjuna konda , sanchi , Amaravti Lumbni , Nasik Bharhut, Bodhgaya , shravasti , Ajanta also write the teachings of 

mahatma buddha .    

 

 

ECONOMICS 

1. Explain six factors influencing demand of a commodity. 

2. Distinguish b/w change in demand & change in quantity demanded. 

3. Explain four exceptions of law of demand. 

4. Explain four causes behind rightward shift in demand curve. 

 

IP 

Q1. Prepare a practical file of IP. Do the 20 java applications covered in the class in it. Also, do the HTML questions 
discussed in the class in it. 
Q2. Prepare a project report on Computer Networks. Submit a printed copy of it. 
Q3. Revise Chapter – 1, 2, 7 for the upcoming periodic test. 
 

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 

Q1. Learn and write all questions of : 

Chapter 1: Planning in Sports 

Chapter-2: Sports and Nutrition 

 

Q2. Read and Learn Chapter-3 and 4. 

 


